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Hello All,
I will not be able to be at the Board Meeting but I am happy to participate after the fact if my
input is needed.
Barnes Construction - Ready to install the display board structure below the Kiosk roof as
soon as weather permits and also to fix the three problem doors, Pottery, Rec. Room and Gym
Exit (door shoes).
Baker Plumbing - Still waiting for the Annex urinal divider to arrive and be installed.
Leon Signs - Rec. Room, Pottery sign panels installed, measurements and info taken for
installation of the logo signs on gym and the hanging cedar signs, which are almost complete.
Montessori Daycare sign installed at Annex entrance. We still need to confirm the various
headings for the different boards and had somebody write the history text and sort out what we
are doing about the map portion.
Optimus Electric - Quote for installing gooseneck lamps over logo signs and reworking the the
defunked gym sodium lights on the annex side of the gym to improve the quality of light and
save hydro $$.
Armstrong Gutters - Somehow they forgot to estimate and include one run of gutter on the
Rec. Room side. They are coming back to install.
Landscape Lighting - One light still needs to be addressed as gravel has gone into the line.
Sarah says it needs to be shop vacced out before it can be connected up. The lights.
Notes: December 31st is the deadline for the Canada 150 so I am pushing to have all this work
billed out and paid by that time so we can file for reimbursement.
Due to weather issues we will have to ask for an extension into 2017 to complete the painting
and the construct the cob bench. We also still need more soil for the bed near the annex.
That's all for now.
Thanks,
Angela

